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Abstract

This paper details the implementation of a free-space optical (FSO)
communications system capable of interfacing with moving receivers such
as unmanned ground or aerial vehicles. Inexpensive light emitting diodes
(LEDs) are used to transmit data at rates up to 1 Mbps. A computer
vision tracking system controls a pan-tilt platform for target acquisition
and tracking. Complex packaged components such as laser drivers and
photoreceivers are avoided when possible to study the design of low-level
system components.

1 Introduction

1.1 Free-Space Optical Communications

Free-space optical communication is a technology that uses light to wirelessly
transmit data across free space, typically in a line-of-sight range. This technique
enjoys high power efficiency, high throughput, simple deployment, and increased
security. Additionally, FSO does not produce and is not affected by electromag-
netic interference, resulting in no licensing issues with current regulations.

FSO has seen widespread use across military and civilian sectors, and has proven
to be reliable channel to transfer information. Using FSO, campuses establish
gigabit ethernet LAN-to-LAN links between buildings, and dense metropolitan
areas have begun to do the same. With the use of a narrow beam, FSO systems
are more secure than radio communications systems because they are harder to
intercept.
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1.2 Pointing, Acquisition, and Tracking Systems

Although required for FSO communications, line-of-sight links are extremely
beneficial for radio communications as well. Optical links are often established
with moving targets such as satellites for maximal transmission rates and re-
duced interference. Fortunately in the case of satellites, orbital paths are known
and can be reliably calculated beforehand. With a known target location, a tra-
jectory may be calculated and used to determine the optimal transmitter or
receiver orientation. A transmitter or receiver is typically mounted on a device
known as a gimbal, allowing for multiple axes of rotation.

Unfortunately, many situations require robust communications with devices fol-
lowing highly unpredictable paths. These situations add additional complexity
to the tracking systems as they require on-the-fly calculations of target posi-
tioning and subsequent adjustments. Systems capable of tracking sporadically
moving objects often communicate on wireless side channels to establish orien-
tation and position between the transmitters and receivers. The wireless side
channel requirement renders such a system susceptible to severe wireless inter-
ference (e.g. underwater, jammed, licensed environments). This paper describes
such a system immune to wireless channel interference by also using FSO com-
munication to establish pointing, acquisition, and tracking.
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